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Swami:  Everything okay? Hello?  
 
Students:  Yes. 
 
Swami:  Hot, still hot, the rain should start soon. I saw your 
country Germany - so nice. I really enjoyed it. I went to Czech, 
from Czech to Beuerhof, Germany.  I drove almost thirteen, 
fourteen hours. It was a long way to drive. It was nice, hundreds 
of people - a beautiful concept and beautiful bhajans. Hopefully I 
might visit also, very soon to the United States Nityaanada. 
 
Nityaanada:  Please. 
 
Swami: Planning in August to visit Switzerland, then go to 
America after that.  Sounds good? 
 
Nityaanada: Yes. 
 
Swami:  In August… it’s enough time you have? 
 
Nityaanada:  It will be whatever it is, no problem. We’re happy to 
have you anytime.  You can come next weekend and we fix it. 
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Swami: How many questions you guys prepared? 
 
Simon:  I think we have over eight hundred plus. 
 
Swami:  Give the first one hundred list out.  Do you have it here? 
 
Simon: So the groups are still working on putting them in a 
beautiful order, like a book, so it reads with easy questions first.  
So the reader can go through to more difficult questions. 
 
Swami: So I still need to wait more time? 
 
Simon: No. We have got some… I can give you the general theme 
of each group if you’d like.  We have a print out for you. So each 
group worked on different topics. Saints and their philosophies 
was one group. They went into the depth on different saints to 
find the root and similarities between the different philosophies.  
One group worked on mind, heart, soul, divine soul, spirit, divine 
spirit, avatar, Mother Divine, shakti. So that one group covered all 
of those subjects. 
 
Swami: Okay, which category I am - your judgment? 
 
Simon:  Avatar. 
 
Swami:  Which avatar? 
 
Simon:  The highest avatar. 
 
Swami: Be straight, which avatar I am. Is this a saints dress what 
I’m wearing? 
 
Constanze:  It counts what’s inside. 
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Swami: What do you mean inside? Tatyana, which avatar belongs 
I am? I wear the gold chains, diamonds, western suit, sunglasses… 
Even today you see me in jean’s shirt. It’s just hanging there, why 
can’t I just wear it? It’s sitting there; why can’t I wear it, wear the 
Jeans? Any avatar wear the jeans?  
 
Simon:  Vishnu. 
 
Swami: Vishnu wears jeans? Even he don’t know the jeans. Well 
then next? 
 
Simon: There’s another group that focused on life and death. 
(Swami nods approving)  Trying to discover the seed. And they 
went deep into the creation mechanism, the nada bindu, and 
researched. 
 
Swami:  That is Myuri subject?  That was Myuri’s wrote that 
point? 
 
Simon: No, you asked that point. That was one of the subjects. 
Then one group focused on the Kala, Kala Chakra and researched 
that in depth, and another group focused on the Kama Chakra. 
And we also had a small science group for a short period 
researching on the science and the links between some of the 
discoveries of the yogis - the electrons, protons, neutron, going 
deeper into the structure and linking that through to what energy 
is there at the lowest level so, for example, the relationship 
between the black hole and the nada bindu.  
 
And looking at sankalpam and how the thoughts can change 
different things, like water for example. They’re have been various 
experiments that show the structure of water changes, so our 
thoughts are very powerful and can have a powerful affect on 
somebody because they are majority water.  So that was the 
science group research. We tried to find the links and bridge 
between the two. 
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Swami: Science was born through spirituality. So far whatever 
they discovered, several thousands of years back, already in 
spirituality they told about it. The saints, they already told it - 
through the water they made the electricity.  There’s a flights… on 
the day the Divine flights was there. On the day the saints clearly 
wrote it in Kalagyana - Vira Brahmhendra. 
 
I really recommend, have one trip to go to either Guru 
Ragavendra or Virabrahmhendra Samadhi, Jiva Samadhi. If you 
can work on the samadhis, mummies, pyramids, samadhis, jiva 
samadhis, yoga Samadhi, then majority I can explain to you on the 
bliss levels: brahmananda, satchitananda, chinmayananda, 
nityanada — eternal love, eternal bliss. You personally have to go 
and see that samadhi how they made it.  So Tatyana, when are you 
going to Egypt? 
 
Tatyana: When I’m ready? Anytime. You said before Guru 
Purnima. 
 
Swami: I told to them in Germany that the Elephant Group is 
going to Egypt and get a power object from there, pull it out, then 
bring it back to India.  How many hours flight that is, Nityaanada? 
 
Nityaanada: I don’t know to Dubai, maybe ten, eleven hours? 
Change planes maybe. 
 
Swami: Today in this Mandir, where is the power object? There is 
a power spot; one power spot is here. That power spot is giving 
entire the energy.  In the Dwarkamai there’s one power spot. In 
my bedroom there is one power spot.  There’s a huge temple; one 
power spot is there. In entire the pyramid, there’s only one power 
spot.  Entire in Hampi there’s only one power spot, and one power 
object.  Once it’s gone - crashed!  Power Object 
 
So you need to concentrate on that. The questions like, who am I, 
where I’m coming from, of course it’s not a big deal. 
Enlightenment. What enlightenment?  To be in the Oneness, to be 
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in Oneness is not a big deal, not a big deal. It’s not a big deal - 
you’re born as a human, that’s pretty good, already you made it. 
For example, you like your wife, you really love her, how many 
hours you can hold her in your arms?  Twenty minutes?  In the 
worst case, one hour? 
  
Simon:  Oh sometimes we fall asleep like that, so we can spend all 
night like that. 
 
Swami: But you’re sleeping. But awake, how many hours you can 
hold her in your lap?  
 
Simon:  Maybe a few hours.  
 
Swami:  Then after? 
 
Simon:  Maybe your body gets a bit uncomfortable. 
 
Swami: You lose it. You lose that friction. Not losing friction that 
is the Oneness. You should not lose the friction - that is the 
Oneness. 
 
Simon:  So what’s stopping that? 
 
Swami: I’ll explain. I’ll explain. They are so interesting the 
Germans, these guys. They made the tent, well organized - very 
good unity! Wow, nice climate. Until morning 3:30, 4 a.m. I’m at 
the fire pit, everybody chanting and meditating. You enjoyed it 
Tatyana? 
 
Tatyana:  Yes very much. 
 
Swami:  You Carla? 
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Carla:  Yes, very much. 
 
Swami:  You sure?  
 
Carla: Yes. 
 
Swami:  And also you laughed a lot isn’t it. Finally in my car on 
the huge journey we are laughing and laughing at one stage. She 
started crying with laughing. She cannot laugh anymore, she’s 
with the huge tears, she’s like… I’m just making the jokes. I can’t 
make the jokes, it’s recording. It’s horrible jokes. Just it goes, 
straight out. 
 
So try to fix one time, one date, sometime we’ll go to 
Virabrahmhendra or Guru Ragavendra. Try to work on power 
objects, samadhis - the vibrations, intense vibrations. Then you’ll 
really… I think few people saw the movie “Arundati” isn’t it? 
Can’t able to watch that anymore, it’s like oooohhh! It’s a concept. 
It’s a concept.  
 
So, to make it squeeze your soul in a beautiful soul, squeezing 
your soul in a beautiful way, that much power you gain it. The top 
instrument is your body, and receiving the cosmic energy to in 
you. With this vibrations maximum we can live a hundred and 
ten, to a hundred and twenty years. But if you’re in the different 
vibrations with different objects you can be alive for 2,000 - 3,000 
years. It’s proved. It is? Proved. No problem. What is the story 
2012, something the globe is going to get crashed. I read in the 
newspaper when I’m coming in the flight. What kind of story that 
is?  
 
Simon: I think it links to the Mayan Calendar. There’s lots of 
stories about some catastrophe happening.  
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Student: A planet is supposed to hit the Earth. It’s the same planet 
that apparently hit the planet a very long time ago and tilted the 
axis to the degree that it is now. And this allowed the creation to 
happen because of the degree it’s facing towards the sun. And that 
can create the seasons and made life on this planet possible. And 
apparently that planet is supposed to hit us again, or come close to 
us. 
 
Swami:  If it comes close, what happens?  How much you believe 
it Nityaanada? 
 
Nityaanada: I don’t believe it at all. No. 
 
Swami:  No need to worry.  So, try to work on that area to your 
questions. There’s a chance, might chance, I can read eight 
hundred questions, going eight, nine hours straight my talk.  
Done!  And I think Nityaanada, when are you going to release 
your book? 
 
Nityaanada:  Before Guru Purnima. Could be done in a week, 
short time. 
 
Swami:  How much time? 
 
Nityaanada: Few hours, few hours.  
 
Swami:  By 2011 I’m taking a lifetime vacation or what?  You don’t 
agree? 
 
Constanze: Well, I wish you the best, wish you holidays, but I 
can’t see it. 
 
Swami: Tonight or tomorrow I have to go to Hyderabad. I’m 
making a movie. 
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Constanze:  It’s work.  
 
Swami: They want me to sign a movie. The movie majority is 
about the youth, how they’re getting addiction to drugs, the 
children from school days... And the farmers, what type of 
fertilizers they’re using it, and what type of diseases they’re 
receiving it if they keep using it for twenty, thirty, fifty years, 
eighty years later, what type of diseases they might suck it - that’s 
my story. But we’ll watch that reality. So I’m going to sit with a 
few guys and we’ll start choosing the characters. Beautiful 
comedians are there. To give the idea to the scientist, all the stuff, 
whatever we’re using the rice, the fruits with tons of fertilizers - 
we’re taking slow poisons - that we need to avoid. Then I’ll be 
busy just from 2011 just making movies. Taking my camera and 
just run wherever. You don’t want me too? 
 
Simon: You’ve made your decision. 
 
Swami: What do you think Nityaanada? 
 
Nityaanada: I accept. I can’t see you doing it, but I can see you do 
anything. But I don’t know how you can disappear off the planet. 
Wherever you are, you work.  
 
Swami: I know that’s… but how much you really believe it, that’s 
my question? 
 
Nityaanada: Well that I believe more than a planet hitting the 
earth. 
  
Swami: Ooooh. 
 
Nityaanada: I do, but it’s small. 
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Swami: A great surgeon can prepare other surgeons. Once I 
prepare you as surgeons, guys, for awhile better to sit and observe 
how you’re doing operations.  How you’re doing operations. If it’s 
really critical operation, you call the specialized person - I’ll be 
there.  Then I’ll walk out.  
 
I’m so glad you’re learning Telugu guys, so glad. At least a few 
guys at least are learning Telugu. That makes me really happy. To 
overall the books, that need to get translated - a hundred men to 
do a hundred years nonstop - that much information. One 
hundred men scholars, hundred years nonstop if they worked, 
that much information we have it. You can read the whole Bible 
within maybe maximum one week. The Bhagavad Gita can read it 
within a week. That many saints they’ve written it, and we have it, 
and we preserved it.  
 
That information, once it comes out, is the biggest spiritual 
revolution in the planet in a beautiful way. I have no idea the 
sankalpam how Baba is making it to work out in a beautiful way. 
That needs to come out. That needs to come out. Done. I don’t 
want to be like a Ramana Maharshi, or a Shirdi Baba, or like 
Muktananda, Yogananda — I am Ananada — that’s it. No Mukti-
ananda, no Muktananda, forget it. I’m Ananda - that’s it.  
 
So when we’ll go to see that samadhi? Ann? It’s only possible 
before Guru Purnima. 
 
Student: Tomorrow. 
 
Swami: We need to prepare. Somebody needs to go ahead before 
earlier and prepare the rooms, and we can stay one night there 
near a beautiful river, take a holy bath. Spend some time and ask 
some information about it. Collect some books on it.  
 
And 550 people are coming to Guru Purnima. You need to be very 
flexible and unity. You need to be helping each-others, otherwise 
I’m sorry. They won’t fit here (in the mandir), 500 people. If it’s 
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raining everybody has to sit with their own umbrellas and I’m 
sitting with my own umbrella giving a speech. That’s the only 
way. Everybody has to buy their own umbrella and I just sit, or 
stand in the garden. Making little stage to me, I stand on the stage 
and talk. That’s a history. That’s history. After twenty years later 
who watches that, “Oh what a guys, these guys, they made it.” 
Anyhow, go for arathi. Can I have this (list of questions)? Just I 
want to look at it, have idea which angle you’re going through. 
 
Simon: So tomorrow we could talk on the samadhis, different 
types of samadhis go in depth on that, and make questions from 
that? 
 
Swami:  Yeh.  Good. Take care. 
 

End of Talk 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


